Poster Session (Tuesday, 15th)

ID 11 - A Mobile Audio Messages Streaming System  Mabel Vasquez Biceño, GET-INT | Universidad Autonoma de Baja California France | Mexico

ID 24 - Web Tool to Support Online Inquiries: Adapting Moodle to Meet Some of Tutors and Teachers Needs  Válter Miguel and Sérgio Guerreiro, Universidade do Algarve Portugal

ID 63 - A Research Study on the Use of the Internet and its Influence on Human Interaction  William Joseph, Universidad de Castilla - La Mancha Spain


ID 74 - Tool for easy the conformity between planned and implemented requirements inside a collaborative environment  Antão Moura, Universidade Federal de Campina Grande Brazil

ID 75 - Secure Mobile P2P Videoconferencing Protocol  José Vicente Aguirre Pastor, Universidad de Alicante Spain

ID 77 - Towards a Framework for Corporate e-Learning Evaluation  Cássia Baruque, Fundação Getúlio Vargas | PUC-Rio Brazil

ID 79 - Use of Haar Wavelet Transform Based Multiple Template Matching for Analyses of Speech Voice  Shinji Karasawa, Miyagi National College of Technology Japan

ID 78 - Field Evaluation of a Protocol for Data Transmission through the Distribution Lines of the Low Voltage Grid  Pedro Trujillo, Universidad Industrial de Santander Colombia

ID 94 - A Methodology to Design Information Retrieval Systems (MDIRS)  João Ferreira, ISEL Portugal

ID 95 - UML, and Enterprise Application Integration in Automobile Industry  João Ferreira, ISEL Portugal

ID 106 - Educational Program in Cardiac Sounds  Gisele Garbe, Universidade Federal de Sao Paulo &ndash; UNIFESP Brazil

ID 112 - Technological measures of protection in Internet  Lígia Carreto, Faculdade de Direito da Universidade de Lisboa Portugal

ID 116 - An initial exploration of the factors influencing retrieval of Web images in Greek queries  Fotis Lazarinis, Technological Educational Institute of Mesolonghi Greece

ID 117 - The new Institutional Portal of UA Methodology of Development  Diogo Casa Nova, Universidade de Aveiro Portugal

ID 123 - Ontology Based Affective Context Representation  Kuderna-Iulian Benta, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca Romania

ID 132 - Analysing Users&rsquo; Access Logs in Moodle to Improve e Learning  Cássia Baruque, Fundação Getúlio Vargas | PUC-Rio Brazil

ID 133 - Simulator for Training Operators of Electric Substations of Transmission Clara Ines Pena de Carrillo, Universidad Industrial de Santander Colombia

ID 137 - A Semantic Nomenclature for the pharmaceutical sector based on networked ontologies  Germán Herrero Cárcel (co-author), Atos Origin SAE Spain

ID 141 - XBRL: from Common Financial Vocabularies to Intelligent Decision Making  Eduardo Carrillo, UNAB Colombia